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 October – mid November 2012 Update 
          
 

OCTOBER – MID-NOVEMBER Highlights    
 
MEETINGS/CONFERENCES 
• Northern Oil & Gas Forum – On Nov 13th, Will Koeppen (Axiom) presented an 

overview of the AOOS Arctic Portal – still in beta -- which was well received.  
The need for collaborative data analysis came up frequently during the 
meeting, with the recognition that a lot of information is being gathered 
quickly and therefore data analysis tools/forums are necessary.   

• Sea Grant Advisory Committee – McCammon participated in Sea Grant’s annual advisory committee 
meeting November 8-9, learning about ongoing and planned initiatives for the program.   

• The AOOS Board met in Anchorage October 30, focusing on strategic planning for the next 5 years.  The 
board reviewed its mission, governance documents and membership, and ongoing activities.  They 
discussed ways to diversify funding and options for prioritizing activities.  The board asked the Executive 
Director to conduct an assessment of organizing as a non-profit corporation instead of a consortium 
governed by a MOA, and to seek out a broad spectrum of new board members, especially from relevant 
private sectors. The results of these efforts will be presented to the board at their next meeting in late 
February/March. 

• ACCAP webinar demo – Rob Bochenek demonstrated the AOOS data portal on Nov 6 during the Alaska 
Center for Climate Assessment and Policy’s monthly webinar.  The focus of the webinar was introducing and 
showing the differences between the AOOS data portal, GINA catalogue, and NOAA’s Arctic ERMA.  

 
TRAVEL 
• University of Alaska, Fairbanks – McCammon visited the School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences and 

International Arctic Research Center October 3-4.  
• NFRA/IOOS – McCammon attended the national IOOS Summit in Washington DC Nov. 12-16, along with 

AOOS Board members Amy Holman and Cynthia Suchman. The summit focused on developing the vision for 
the next 10 years of IOOS program at regional, national and global scales.  She’ll send out a more detailed 
report on that meeting next week.  At the NFRA meeting Nov 11, the group voted to change its name to the 
“IOOS Association” to better reflect a broader mission and constituency. 

• Northwest Arctic Borough Subsistence Mapping – Darcy Dugan visited Kotzebue Oct 24-26 to participate in 
a workshop of the NWAB subsistence mapping project, and to give an update on the STAMP project. The 
STAMP team is working with the Borough to figure out how to best incorporate subsistence information in 
new data tools. 

Barrow meetings and community presentation – Dugan met with members of the 
North Slope Borough’s wildlife, search and rescue, and planning departments to 
share the latest on AOOS activities and resources Nov 1-2nd.  She also gave a 
community presentation at the Barrow library which will be available on YouTube 
courtesy of the Barrow Arctic Science Consortium (BASC). 
 
• Marine Board Bering Strait shipping – McCammon represented AOOS at the 

October 15-16 workshop in Seattle, which focused on issues, needs and recommendations relating to 
increased shipping and vessel traffic through the Bering Strait.  The board will develop a report of the 
workshop that will be available on its website when completed. 

• Kenai Peninsula Conservation Action Plan – Dugan participated in the last of a series of three meetings to 
develop a Conservation Action Plan through the Kenai Peninsula Fish Habitat Partnership (KPFHP) 
November 14-15th.  Six key objectives emerged from the meeting and will be presented at an upcoming 
symposium in Homer in April. 
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PROPOSALS 
• NSF AON proposal – AOOS and Axiom collaborated with the National Snow and Ice Data Center on a 

proposal to NSF. The project would incorporate the AOOS Research Workspace into the Advanced 
Cooperative Arctic Data and Information Service, which provides data management services for the Arctic 
Observing Network and other NSF projects in the Arctic. 

• BOEM study profiles – AOOS collaborated with partners to submit a series 
of research ideas in response to the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management’s 
call for science recommendations prior to lease sales in the Beaufort and 
Chukchi Seas and Cook Inlet.  AOOS’ profile topics included new data 
integration tools, expanding data management infrastructure, compiling 
and analyzing oceanographic model hindcasts and forecasts, and 
contributing to an animal tagging network. 

 
PERSONNEL 
• New Hire on the Horizon – Interviews underway.  Stay tuned. 

 
Going Forward – Some Key November-December 2012 Activities 

• Nov 27 Alaska Marine Policy Forum (by telecon) 
• Nov 27 Webinar presentation to Beaufort Sea Partnership meeting (Winnipeg) 
• Nov. 27 EVOS Herring PI meeting, Anchorage 
• Nov 28-30 Gulf Watch AK PI meeting, Anchorage 
• Nov 28-29 ShoreZone annual meeting, Anchorage 
• Dec 3-4 Polar Bear Deterrence Workshop, Anchorage (Meehan) 
• Dec 6-7 Cook Inlet Regional Citizens Advisory Council meeting, Anchorage 
• Dec 10-12 PacMars data meeting, Boulder (McCammon & Bochenek) 
• Dec 14-15 Circumpolar Biodiversity Monitoring Program, Vancouver BC (Meehan) 
• Dec 17-19 Polar Research Board & NAS Arctic Oil Spill committee meeting, Washington DC 

(McCammon) 
 
Molly McCammon, Darcy Dugan, Rosa Meehan, Nathan Hollenbeck and Rob Bochenek 
 

Find us on Facebook! 
 
 

http://www.facebook.com/AlaskaOceanObservingSystem?ref=stream�

